
E QUARTZ ALARM!

>MUSICAL
(on 3101M) #3lOl QUARTZ ALARM by DELWEACO! A LARGE

EASY TO READ QUARTZ ALARM CLOCK THAT
HAS IT ALL! LIGHT, SNOOZE, LOUD ASCENDING

>TOP
BUTTON

ALARM! THE ONE YOU HAVEBEEN ASKING FOR!
ALarge,EASY-TO-READ Quartz AlarmClockthat has
a light, ascending (gets louder & LOUDER-NOW IN 4
STAGE!)BEEPERalarm; and DEPENDABLE. Quartz
accuracy assures it is always on time; the ’BEEPER’
will wake even the soundest sleeper; but starts softer
for those who do not need a loud alarm. It then gets
louder and LOUDER! It will sound for approximately
30 MINUTES before it stops! It also has a SNOOZE
feature so that you can shut the alarm off and then it
will come back on in approximately 4 minutes or so!
The ON/OFF button is locatedon top ofthe clock so it
is very easy to find in the dark! This clock also has a
LIGHT that comeson AUTOMATICALLY ifyou tip or
lift the clock! NO FUMBLING FOR BUTTONS! Large
size (6" x 41/4" x 2 3/4"), easy to read large numbers on
a white dial.Black hands withred sweep; green alarm
hand. Color is WHITE FRONT and BLACK CASE!
Uses 1 ’C’ battery and runs over ayear on an alkaline
type battery (recommended). (Battery life is dependent
upon light use.) This clock comes with OUR ONE
YEARGUARANTEE against any defectsor materials.
WE WILL SERVICE THIS CLOCK HERE AT OUR
SHOP! SUGGESTED RETAIL: $29.95
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INO iZE AL

(Dat <lPxLc£.: $16.95!
Our Very Popular MUSICAL ALARM! Same as above except WAKE TO MUSIC! Plays ’lts a Small, Small World’
over and over again or until you shut it off! -Does NOT have Snooze. Color is CHARCOAL TRIM and GREY CASE! All other
features are the same as above! Plays very loud and clear. YOU MUST HEAR THIS ALARM! Our ONE YEAR GUARANTEE.
Retail: $39.96

#3IOIM MUSICAL ALARM

® $19.95!
’AA’ Alkaline Batteries.. For clock movements, battery shavers, etc. Recommended for
ALL applications as they are longer lasting and WILL NOT LEAK!

Cord of2 batteries; $ 1.00 per card
Card of4 batteries; $2.00 per card

Box of 20 cards (40 batteries): $lB.OO total

C $l,OO VAI.I 'H'
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I "HOW TO PLAY THE HAR- *
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COUPON with your ORDER
| for ANY Hai moniM It will be (
| sent ABSOLUTELY FREE 1 iI (Available without order I

00)

’C’ or ’D’ Alkaline Batteries.. Fit the larger DELWEACO alarm clocks; (3101BK &M,
3112Z, 11068, etc). Also guaranteed against leakage.
Card of2 batteries: $2.00 per card
Box of 24 batteries; $22.00 total
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